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We present observation of seismic activity associated with the strong degassing episode occurred in Gorely volcano
(Kamchatka, Russia) in 2013-2014. We use the data of a temporary network of 21 broadband seismographs that
operated on this volcano during one year. During the considered period, the volcanic activity mainly consisted of
sustained gas emission that produced strong volcanic tremor well recorded by seismic stations. A close analysis
of this tremor revealed that it was composed of many very frequent pulses of seismic energy. The corresponding
signals had an emergent character without clear arrivals of P and S waves, which is typical for burst of Long Period
(LP) events on many volcanoes. We developed a source-scanning algorithm based on summation of seismogram
envelopes for automatic detection and location of these LP events. With the help of this method, numerous events
originated from the vicinity of the main crater were detected. In a next step, we cross-correlated the waveforms of
the detected LP events and found that a large part of them can be regrouped in families of seismic multiplets. This
indicates that the increased pressure produced by the volcanic degassing activates a set of non-destructive shallow
seismic sources in vicinity of the main volcanic conduit. The developed analysis of continuous seismic records was
used to characterize the spatio-temporal evolution of these sources.

